
Rainbow smoothies

Ingredients

selection of fruits
straws

selection of vegetables
yoghurt

food blender
clear plastic cups

plastic spoons

Caution: Check for allergies. 

Method

1 Wash and prepare the fruits and vegetables.

2 Blend the fruits and vegetables individually using a food 

blender. Add a little yoghurt to thicken if needed.   

3 Scoop spoonfuls of the blended fruits and vegetables into 

plastic cups to create layers.

4 Add a straw and taste!

Recipe

How many colours in a rainbow?
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blue shoe

red bed

Rhyming word cards

How many colours in a rainbow?

Body text 
Sassoon regular: 12 
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Rainbow frames

How many colours in a rainbow?
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How many colours in a rainbow?
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Planting a rainbow. Share the story Planting a Rainbow by Lois 

Ehlert. Before reading, give each child a coloured flower and ask 

them to stand up when they hear you read out the colour. For 

example, when they hear ‘We have some red flowers’ all the 

children holding a red flower should stand up. Reread the story to 

help the children improve their response. 

Practitioner note

‘Coloured flowers’ are available on The Hub. 

 SMSC Sp 2;  SMSC So 1

Listen and respond with growing 

attention and concentration. 

Or L 1

 Follow picture books and 

texts read to them and respond 

appropriately. 

Re RA 2

Display the ‘Coloured flowers’ 

for children to independently 

practise reading and writing 

the colour names. 

Re RS 9; Wr MPR 2;  

Wr MPR 6; Wr GPSH 1

Give me... Place a row of different coloured objects on a 

tabletop. Fruit, toy cars, teddy bears or coloured beanbags are 

suitable. Ask the children to say what colour the objects are, 

identifying them by pointing. Once the children are familiar with 

the objects and the colours, give instructions such as ‘Patrick, give 

me a yellow car’ and ‘Adam, give me a red fruit and a green fruit’. 

You can vary the complexity of your instructions depending on 

the age and ability of the children.

Practitioner note

If able, the children can try ‘Give me’ commands for others to 

follow.

 SMSC Sp 2;  SMSC So 1

Listen and carry out a two step 

instruction. 

Or L 2

 Listen and respond 

with growing attention and 

concentration. 

Or L 1

Put out coloured trays and a 

range of coloured objects for 

children to sort. Can they put 

all the blue objects on the 

blue tray and the red items on 

the red tray?

KUW 10; Ma DS CPI 1;  

KUW 19; PD P 3;  

DCF DCT DIL Nb
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A colour of his own. Read the story A Colour of His Own by 

Leo Lionni. Allow the children time to enjoy the story and the 

colourful illustrations. After reading the story, ask the children 

to put their hand inside a bag and take out one of the ‘Colour 

chameleons’. When every child has a chameleon, ask them to 

say what colour it is. Older or more able children should be 

encouraged to say a full sentence. For example ‘My chameleon 

is blue’.

Practitioner note

To extend the activity, ask the children to pair up with another 

chameleon of the same colour. ‘Colour chameleons’ are available 

on The Hub.

 SMSC Sp 2;  SMSC So 1;  SMSC So 3

Use sentences with five or more 

words with some grammatical 

immaturities, e.g. leaving out 

some link words. 

Or S 4

 Show an interest in books 

and enjoy their content. 

Re RA 1

Stick ‘Pencil-top chameleons’ 

onto the tops of pencils 

to encourage children to 

write with them. ‘Pencil-top 

chameleons’ are available on 

The Hub.

Wr GPSH 1; Wr MPR 3; PD P 3
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How many pom-poms can you count?

How many pom-poms can you count?

Pom-pom number cards – set 1

How many colours in a rainbow?
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Pencil-top chameleons

How many colours in a rainbow?
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Brightly-coloured fish

Method
1 Choose a colour jelly you would like to use.

4 Pour in hot water and stir until the jelly dissolves.

2 Tear or cut the jelly into cubes.

5 Pour the jelly into fish-shaped moulds.

3 Put the jelly cubes into a bowl.

6 Put in the fridge to set.

You will need
blocks of jelly in a range of colours

bowl
fish-shaped moulds

spoon
hot water

fridge

Caution: Check for allergies. 

How to make brightly coloured fish with jellyYou will needdifferent coloured jelly cubesfish shaped jelly mouldshot water
bowl for mixingwooden spoon for stirringfridge

InstructionsChoose a colour jelly you would like to use.
Break the jelly into cubes.Put the jelly cubes into a mixing bowl.Pour in hot water and stir until the jelly melts.

Pour the jelly into your jelly-shaped mould.
Put it in the fridge to set.

Brightly coloured fish!

Instructions

How many colours in a rainbow?
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Somewhere over the rainbow, way up high… How many colours are in a rainbow? What happens when you mix red and 
blue? It’s time to discover the colours of the natural and man-made worlds.

This half term, we’ll take off our socks and stomp through the colours of the rainbow. We’ll scatter powder paints, add 
water and let our feet do the mixing! We’ll learn how to identify the colours of the rainbow, how colours can mix together 
to make new colours, and about the relationship between light and colour, by exploring exciting toys. In our literacy 
lessons, we’ll read vibrant books, match colourful rhymes and make multicoloured marks. Can we write our names using 
all the colours of the rainbow? Using our mathematical skills, we’ll count colourful pom-poms and respond to numbers. 
Getting creative, we’ll make rainbow rice and brightly-coloured jellyfish, and we’ll construct a colourful den. We’ll also go 
on a colour hunt, carry out colour investigations and sing a rainbow!

At the end of the project, we’ll reflect on our favourite parts of the project, make delicious rainbow smoothies out of 
colourful fruit, and create rainbow bunting out of funky fabrics.

®

Help your child prepare for their project
Soak up the marvellous colours of the world around you! Why not taste the rainbow together and gather together yummy 
foods of different colours? Does red taste nicer than green? Which colours are natural? You could also go on a colour walk 
around your local area. Which colours do you see the most? Do these colours change throughout the year? Alternatively, 
express yourself with paints, crayons, pencils and pens. Can you use colours to show how you feel today?

How many colours in a rainbow?
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Language, literacy and 
communication skills

Oracy; Reading; Writing

Mathematical development Developing numerical reasoning; Using number skills; Using measuring skills; 
Using geometry skills; Using data skills

Personal and social development, 
well-being and cultural diversity  

Personal development; Social development

Knowledge and understanding of 
the world

Myself and non-living things

Physical development Personal; Adventurous and physical play
Creative development Art, craft and design; Music


